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Alchemical absolute protein–ligand binding free
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The recent advances in relative protein–ligand binding free energy calculations have shown the value of
alchemical methods in drug discovery. Accurately assessing absolute binding free energies, although
highly desired, remains a challenging endeavour, mostly limited to small model cases. Here, we
demonstrate accurate ﬁrst principles based absolute binding free energy estimates for 128
pharmaceutically relevant targets. We use a novel rigorous method to generate protein–ligand
ensembles for the ligand in its decoupled state. Not only do the calculations deliver accurate protein–
ligand binding aﬃnity estimates, but they also provide detailed physical insight into the structural
determinants of binding. We identify subtle rotamer rearrangements between apo and holo states of
a protein that are crucial for binding. When compared to relative binding free energy calculations,
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obtaining absolute binding free energies is considerably more challenging in large part due to the need
to explicitly account for the protein in its apo state. In this work we present several approaches to obtain
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apo state ensembles for accurate absolute DG calculations, thus outlining protocols for prospective
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application of the methods for drug discovery.

1

Introduction

Computational techniques for estimating relative diﬀerences in
protein–ligand binding free energy have now reached remarkable accuracy. Relative binding free energy calculations over
a large range of protein–ligand complexes have shown average
agreement with experiment to be within 1 kcal mol1
(4.184 kJ mol1).16,28,52 These methods have become mature and
reliable enough to be included in industrial drug discovery and
lead optimization pipelines.10,26,35,40 A substantial limitation of
this approach, however, is the requirement for the ligands to be
structurally similar to each other: the predictive power
decreases for ligands with diﬀerent scaﬀolds or binding poses.
Evaluation of novel ligand classes, therefore, requires a prior
experimental absolute binding free energy as a reference for
each new class of mutually similar ligands. Thus, the next
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qualitative leap for the eld of rst principles based protein–
ligand aﬃnity estimation encompasses the reliable and accurate prediction of absolute binding free energies.
The calculation of relative binding free energies is relatively
easy in comparison. The bound ligands are conned to the
binding site and only the small subset of atoms that diﬀer
between two ligands needs to be perturbed. In contrast, absolute binding free energy calculations decouple the entire ligand,
meaning it is in principle free to explore the whole simulation
box volume. Early work on the topic explored various ways of
restraining the decoupled ligand and taking into account the
resulting contribution to the free energy.7,18,20,54 The approach
introduced by Boresch et al.7 has emerged as a rigorous way to
resolve this issue via orthonormal relative restraints between
the ligand and the protein.2,3
Another challenge for the absolute binding free energy
calculations is posed by the need to explicitly sample the apo
state of the protein, i.e. the protein without the bound ligand. As
this state may substantially diﬀer from the ligand bound (holo)
state, the simulation method needs to be capable of capturing
the free energy diﬀerences between the protein conformers.
Non-equilibrium (NEQ) free energy calculations present an
elegant solution to this challenge. Such calculations determine
the free energy diﬀerence by performing rapid out-ofequilibrium ligand coupling/decoupling transitions initialized
from the equilibrium protein apo and holo ensembles
(Fig. S1†). This allows one to explicitly include the diﬀerent apo
and holo end-states into the same calculation.17 Several recent
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applications of the NEQ approach on model host–guest systems
showed promising results for the calculation of absolute
binding free energies.5,27,37
The NEQ approach does not oﬀer a free lunch in the sense
that the relevant conformations still need to be sampled in the
end-state ensembles.17 Compared to the more popular free
energy perturbation (FEP) series of methods,24,51,56 though, it
does oﬀer several advantages in terms of computational eﬃciency. Namely, such sampling needs to be performed only for
physical end-states and can be done with plain molecular
dynamics or, if desired, it can also be augmented with enhanced
sampling methodologies in a straightforward manner.36
Secondly, the out-of-equilibrium portion of the approach, which
accounts for the majority of the compute time, is highly parallelizable, requiring no information exchange between individual simulations, unlike modern FEP approaches with replica
exchange.24,51 Furthermore, the NEQ approach allows for
initialization of the two end-states with the distinct apo and
holo protein structures, which facilitates obtaining reliable
equilibrium ensembles for the cases where experimental
structures are available. For an equilibrium FEP approach,
incorporation of diﬀerent conformers in a single DG estimation
would require decision on the mixing rule for seeding the
starting structures19 and potentially Hamiltonian replica
exchanges would be needed to achieve convergence. Finally,
when comparing diﬀerent ligands, protein mutations, or
conformational states NEQ allows for reuse of existing equilibrium sampling of end-states, e.g. the same apo state can be
used for assessing aﬃnities of diﬀerent ligands.
In the current work we use the NEQ approach to demonstrate
the feasibility of accurate absolute binding free energy calculations for a large number of protein–ligand systems, showing
accuracy on par with the relative binding free energy estimates.
To achieve this, we introduce methodological advancements
that allow for an eﬃcient treatment of the ligand in its decoupled state and careful considerations of the protein in its apo
state. This allows for identication of protein states that have
a drastic eﬀect on ligand binding aﬃnity, such as e.g. a ip of
a single amino acid rotamer. Our calculation strategy also
allows identifying the most representative structure for
a protein's apo state for the cases where multiple likely candidates (structures in their local free energy minima, X-ray
structures) are available.

2 Results
In this study, we have used an alchemical non-equilibrium free
energy calculation approach to calculate absolute protein–
ligand binding free energies for 128 complexes. We have
developed a novel way of treating the decoupled state of the
ligand (see Methods section for details). The large set of investigated systems allows us to have an extensive evaluation of the
accuracy that can be achieved with the rst principles based
calculations. Fig. 1 shows the calculated values for the binding
free energy plotted against the experimental measurements.
When compared to the experimental values, the absolute
unsigned error (AUE) of 4.9  0.5 kJ mol1 (1.2  0.1 kcal mol1)
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only marginally exceeds the state-of-the-art accuracy threshold
of 1 kcal mol1 achievable for relative binding free energy
calculations. Accuracies for jnk1 and p38a are exceptionally
good with AUEs of 3.0  0.8 and 3.1  0.7 kJ mol1 (0.7 
0.2 kcal mol1 for both), respectively.
Some systems, however, have a considerably lower accuracy
(AUE of 10.8  1.5 kJ mol1 for tyk2, 5.5  1.4 kJ mol1 for
pde2), revealing a particular challenge for aﬃnity estimation in
these systems. An accurate evaluation of the oﬀset in the DG is
critical for obtaining reliable absolute DG values: inaccuracies
in this case manifest as large shis of the calculated values with
respect to the experimental measurements, e.g. tyk2 in Fig. 1.
Interestingly, even such oﬀsets do not signicantly deteriorate
the relative free energy diﬀerence estimates (Fig. S2†).
We have identied this eﬀect to be a consequence of the
inadequate representation of the protein in its apo state. While
the apo state is not considered in relative free energy calculations, assessment of absolute free energies needs to explicitly
account for it. In the following analysis we demonstrate how
failure to capture the free energy diﬀerences between the apo
and holo protein states aﬀects the absolute binding free energy
calculation accuracy.

2.1

Apo and holo states

For the situations where protein rearrangements are required
upon ligand binding, suﬃcient sampling of the two end states
may present a considerable challenge. An accurate quantication of the process of ligand binding to an apo protein and
forming a stable holo state requires correctly estimating not
only the component of the free energy originating from the
ligand interaction with the protein, but also the diﬀerence
between the apo and holo protein states.
Non-equilibrium free energy calculations oﬀer a particularly
convenient approach for the computation of binding aﬃnities,
as both states, apo and holo, can be explicitly considered in
a single simulation.17 The alchemical ligand decoupling transitions can be started from a holo conformer ensemble, while
ligand coupling transitions can start from an apo ensemble.
Among the protein–ligand complexes investigated in this
work, 6 out of 7 systems have both their apo and holo structures
resolved by means of X-ray crystallography. We have probed two
methods of calculating the binding DG value: rstly, removing
the ligand from the holo state and treating the obtained structure as an apo state. For the second approach we used the
crystallographically resolved apo structure directly. Overall,
there is a large and signicant improvement in the calculated
binding DG accuracy when an experimentally dened apo state
is considered explicitly (Fig. 2 and S3†). A substantial
improvement in the AUE (from 7.1  0.6 to 4.4  0.5 kJ mol1)
shows that starting the simulations with a corresponding apo
structure largely removes an oﬀset which is otherwise present
for the calculations initialized with the holo structures only.
This indicates that substantial rearrangements occur in the
studied proteins upon ligand binding that do not equilibrate at
the nanosecond timescale covered in the simulations.
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Fig. 1 Overview of the accuracy of calculated absolute binding free energies DGCalc.. Error bars represent standard errors for free energies,
absolute unsigned errors (AUE, units of kJ mol1), and the Pearson correlation coeﬃcients (Cor). Apo states were initialized with X-ray crystal
structures for all systems except pde2 and tyk2 where holo X-ray structures with the ligand removed were used. Dark and light shaded areas
represent regions deviating from experiment by at most 1 and 2 kcal mol1.

The largest eﬀect from using an experimentally resolved apo
structure is observed in the galectin, p38a and cdk2 protein–
ligand complexes, while for the other cases the diﬀerences in
accuracy are less aﬀected. To understand what structural
features are responsible for such pronounced eﬀects, we have
further explored the p38a system for which DG had the largest
diﬀerence among the systems depicted in Fig. 2.

2.2

Large eﬀect of a single rotamer

The p38a protein–ligand complex shows a particularly strong
dependence of the calculated DG on the starting structure. For
this case, we were able to identify the particular structural
details that are responsible for more than 9 kJ mol1 oﬀset in
the calculated DG values (Fig. 3).
One of the main diﬀerences between the apo (pdb id 1wfc53)
and holo (3y) structures occurring close to the binding site is
a major loop motion: colored in orange and blue in Fig. 3.
However, it appears that even the short (10 ns) equilibrium
simulations that we employed in the current protocol are
suﬃcient to sample this loop transition (Fig. S4†). We have also
explicitly probed whether this structural feature may modulate
the accuracy of the calculated DG values. We have ltered the
starting structure ensemble for the ligand coupling transitions,
retaining only those conformers with a loop position similar to

13960 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 13958–13971

the one from the crystallographic apo structure. This, however,
had no eﬀect on the calculated binding DG values (Fig. S5†).
While the large loop motion has no substantial eﬀect on the
DG accuracy, a single rotamer ip appears to be responsible for
the larger than 9 kJ mol1 shi in calculated DG. The crystallographic structures 3y (holo) and 1wfc (apo) have diﬀerent
threonine 106 (T106) rotameric states. Initializing apo simulations with either the experimentally resolved apo structure or
a holo structure with the ligand removed yields ensembles
where the rotamer never crosses the barrier and remains in its
starting state (Fig. 3). The barrier crossing for the T106 sidechain rotamer appears to be too high to be sampled in the short
(10 ns) equilibrium simulations used in the free energy calculation protocol.
To verify that T106 is truly the cause for this marked diﬀerence, we have initialized ligand coupling simulations from the
holo structure (with the ligand removed), but setting the T106
rotamer into its apo state (green structures in Fig. 3). This single
change in the holo structure was suﬃcient to bring the calculated DG to the same accuracy as obtained from simulations
started with the true apo structure.
It appears that initializing ligand coupling simulations from
holo structures leaves the binding site – in particular the T106
rotamer – pre-arranged to accommodate the ligand. This, in
turn, leads to an overly stabilized protein–ligand complex as

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Experimental binding DG values plotted against the calculated estimates. In the panel on the left, the simulations in the apo state were
started from the experimental holo structure after removing the ligand. In the panel on the right, the alchemical simulations of the protein in its
apo state were initialized with the experimentally resolved apo structure. The starting structure has a marked eﬀect on the calculated DG
accuracy. The bottom panel shows a break up of the accuracies by protein system. Probability values measure the signiﬁcance of the diﬀerence
between apo and holo absolute unsigned errors via a Welch's t-test. Dark and light shaded areas represent regions deviating from experiment by
at most 1 and 2 kcal mol1.

Fig. 2

quantied by the binding DG. The missing term in DG, in this
case, is the free energy required to switch T106 rotamer from its
apo to holo state. To demonstrate this, we also computed free
energy surfaces for the residue's c1 dihedral with well-tempered
metadynamics4,29 simulations biasing the potential of the
dihedral. The free energy surfaces (Fig. 4A) reveal the average
free energy diﬀerence between the minima of gauche- and trans
conformations (present in the 1wfc and 3y structures,
respectively) of the apo state to be 8  1 kJ mol1. This
matches well the observed shi in the binding free energies
calculated using 1wfc and 3y starting structures for the apo
state. Due to insuﬃcient end-state sampling and high free
energy barriers, we do not observe a transition in this rotamer
during short 10 ns equilibrium simulations, yet simulations
started from the true apo state allowed taking the missing DG
contribution into account.
2.3

Can longer simulations reveal true apo states?

Undersampling is a frequently encountered shortcoming of
simulation-based phase space exploration, e.g. numerous
examples are provided in ref. 14. Naturally, one of the underlying reasons for the inadequate representation of the apo state
in the case of p38a protein could be insuﬃcient equilibration of

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry

the system. Therefore, we probed whether longer simulations
would be able to cross the energy barrier and arrive in the true
apo state when starting from a holo crystallographic structure
with the ligand removed. To explore this, we have extended the
p38a apo state simulations started from 3y by performing 5
independent runs of 1 ms each.
The longer simulations indeed showed a transition of the
T106 rotamer from its trans state (3y holo conformer) to the
gauche state observed in the apo 1wfc structure (Fig. 4B). In all
5 independent replicas, the transition occurred within the rst
200 ns. Aer this, no recrossings back to the trans rotameric
state were observed, only short lived transitions from the
gauche to the gauche+ state occurred.
Binding DG calculations where sampling of the decoupled
ligand state is initialized with the nal structures from 1 ms
simulations show this shi and have the same accuracy as those
started with the crystallographic apo state 1wfc (Fig. 4C and D).
This conrms our previous observation that the rotameric state
of T106 plays a crucial role in the ligand binding to p38a. All in
all, the observations from the long simulations suggest that, at
least in some cases, we can rely on longer (or enhanced)
sampling to recover a protein's apo state for the subsequent DG
calculations.
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Fig. 3 A detailed investigation of the p38a protein–ligand complexes. The apo (1wfc,53 orange) and holo (3ﬂy, blue) structures have several
structural diﬀerences close to the ligand binding site: a substantial loop motion and a diﬀerent T106 rotamer state. In the simulations, the rotamer
T106 retains its initial state: shown in lines, with a sphere marking threonine's oxygen. The calculated DG values depend strongly on the starting
structure (holo or apo) that is used to initialize protein simulations in its apo state: scatterplots at the bottom. The green structure in the sub-panel
and corresponding DG scatterplot depict a case, where apo simulations were initialized with a holo structure (ligand removed), but with the T106
rotamer set into its apo state. Dark and light shaded areas represent regions deviating from experiment by at most 1 and 2 kcal mol1.

It is important to note, however, that the increased sampling
does not automatically translate into a better agreement of the
simulated trajectory with the experimentally measured observables. For example, longer simulations of the tyk2 kinase in its
apo state (4gih30 with the ligand removed; Fig. S6†) explore
a broader range of conformations. However, as simulations
progress, they deviate substantially from the starting crystallographic structure. The substantial dri of simulated trajectories, in turn, results in large uncertainties of the calculated
binding aﬃnites and deteriorates the DG prediction accuracy.
This observation indicates that either the longer sampling
reaching 1 ms for each of the 5 repeats is still not suﬃcient, or
the new free energy minima identied by the force eld are not
representative of the true free energy landscape.

13962 | Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 13958–13971

2.4

Using binding DG to identify apo states

For the cases where multiple experimentally resolved structures
are available, it may not be evident which structure would be
best suited for initializing simulations to obtain a representative apo state ensemble. It is, however, possible to exploit
binding free energy calculations to identify the structure
yielding the most probable conformational ensemble. This
analysis does not require any knowledge of the actual (experimentally measured) set of binding aﬃnities. It rather relies on
multiple calculations of the binding aﬃnities connecting one
holo structure with multiple possible apo states (Fig. 5).
We use phosphodiesterase 2 (pde2) complexed with 21
inhibitors35 to illustrate this approach. Numerous experimentally resolved monomeric pde2 structures are available, where
the protein is crystallized in its apo state (e.g. 4htz55) or in

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Fig. 4 The eﬀect of T106 rotamer states of the p38a kinase on the calculated ligand binding DG. Free energy surfaces (A) of the c1 dihedral angle
for the T106 residue obtained from well tempered metadynamics simulations starting from 3ﬂy and 1wfc structures as well as from the output of
1 ms equilibrations started from 3ﬂy. c1 dihedral angle for the T106 residue in the crystallographic apo (1wfc) and holo (3ﬂy) states, as well as in 5
independent simulations of 1 ms each (B). Binding DG calculated by initializing apo state simulations with the 1wfc structure (C) and the end-states
from 1 ms simulations (D). Dark and light shaded areas represent regions deviating from experiment by at most 1 and 2 kcal mol1.

a complex with a ligand (e.g. 6ezf,35 4d08, 4d09 8). Availability of
these structures allows constructing a set of apo states by using
either an actual apo conformer from the crystallographic
structure or by removing a ligand from a holo structure. In
principle, the most likely apo state is at its free energy
minimum, i.e. of the multiple candidate conformers, the one
with the lowest free energy would be the most populated in the
ensemble. However, calculating free energy diﬀerences between
the apo conformers directly is a computationally highly
demanding challenge.
Instead, we can evaluate relative free energies of these
conformers by connecting them via a common holo state. We
calculate binding aﬃnities for a set of 21 pde2 inhibitors using
the structure 6ezf representing the protein–ligand complex and
each of the 6ezf, 4htz, 4d08 and 4d09 structures independently
representing the apo state. In this way we relate each apo state
to one another via a common reference 6ezf holo state. Setting
the free energy of the reference to 0 kJ mol1 for convenience
allows us to directly compare the apo states (Fig. 5): the DG for
an apo state is represented by averaged binding free energies
calculated over the whole ligand set. The barrier (denoted with
the dashed lines in Fig. 5) is not attainable with this approach,

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry

as alchemical calculations do not explicitly probe the bindingunbinding pathway.
It is, however, important to understand the limitations of the
DG values obtained this way. The calculated values should not
be interpreted as reporting on the actual free energy diﬀerences
between the apo conformers, but only on a component of DG
corresponding to the change in the degrees of freedom relevant
for ligand binding. It is likely that the binding site rearrangements are experienced by the ligands and have a strong eﬀect on
the DG calculated based on this approach. At the same time,
substantial conformational rearrangements further from the
binding site may not have a contribution to DG if they do not
aﬀect the ligand binding aﬃnity. Therefore, the conclusions
about the most likely apo state identied with this approach
should be limited to the interpretations of the binding aﬃnities
for a specic set of ligands.
In the current analysis, the 6ezf holo structure without the
ligand was identied as the most likely representation of the
apo structure for the set of 21 pde2 inhibitors. Interestingly, this
structure is predicted to have a lower free energy than the
crystallographically resolved apo state. One reason for that
might be particular structural details that could have been

Chem. Sci., 2021, 12, 13958–13971 | 13963
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resolved in a higher resolution structure 6ezf (1.5 Å)35 as
compared to 4htz (2.0 Å),55 or larger conformational changes
that may be more comparable with the full length apo protein.35
Comparison of the experimental binding aﬃnities to the values
calculated with the 6ezf structure as a template for the apo state
provide further support for this methodology (Fig. 5). The estimated DG values for this case have the best agreement to
experiment (AUE of 5.5  1.4 kJ mol1) in comparison to the
calculations using the other structures. The similar correlations
between experiment and calculation for all examples in Fig. 5
again conrm the eﬀect of the apo state to modify the oﬀset of
the calculated binding aﬃnities.

3 Discussion
3.1

Relative free energies

It appears that the calculation of the overall oﬀset is one of the
major challenges in the absolute binding free energy estimation. Interestingly, given the equivalent simulation conditions
for a set of ligands, even such large overall shis in the calculated absolute DG values may have no eﬀect on the relative free
energies between the ligands (e.g. the case of tyk2 in Fig. 1 and
S2†). This suggests that the cause of the oﬀset could be largely
the same for all the considered ligands and cancels out in
calculating the free energy diﬀerences. The protein–ligand
complexes investigated in this study present a convenient set of
systems for testing this hypothesis: the relative free energies for
these systems have been previously calculated directly by
alchemical transformations between ligand pairs with a nonequilibrium approach and the same force eld.16
In Fig. 6 we compare the relative binding free energies constructed from the absolute DG calculations to the values from
Gapsys et al.16 obtained by an explicit relative DDG calculation
protocol. The absolute DG protocol indeed yields relative free

Edge Article
energies comparable to those calculated via direct alchemical
transformation of the ligands (AUE of 4.0  0.4 kJ mol1) (Fig. 6
le), indicating that the relative binding free energies are
captured properly even when considering additional challenges
of the absolute DG estimation. Furthermore, the accuracy of
relative free energies obtained from the absolute DG protocol is
also in good agreement with experimental results (Fig. 6
middle) yielding an AUE of 4.5  0.4 kJ mol1 (correlation of
0.54  0.08) in comparison to AUE of 3.6  0.3 kJ mol1
(correlation of 0.65  0.05) for explicit relative calculations
(Fig. 6 right) for the same systems.
This observation is encouraging for the prospective drug
design studies. Absolute DG calculations can be reliably used
for the cases where the main assumptions for estimating relative free energy diﬀerences do not hold, e.g. where binding pose
changes occur or investigated ligand structures diﬀer substantially. It is, however, important to take into account the
computational time required by these methods: absolute DG
estimates in this work required 10 times longer sampling in
comparison to the DDG calculations in ref. 16. The diﬀerence in
computational cost between these approaches suggests
a natural delineation in their application. When exploring large
chemical libraries by means of free energy calculations, it would
be most eﬃcient to evaluate structurally similar compounds by
computing DDG values, while absolute DG calculations could be
performed less frequently for the cases that are not tractable by
the relative free energy estimation.
It is important to mention that there also exist specialized
approaches based on the relative DDG calculations to evaluate
free energy diﬀerences for structurally highly distinct ligands
and diﬀerent binding poses, e.g. separated topology method.39
Using the relative free energy calculations has the advantage of
avoiding the requirement to properly represent protein's apo
state, as this state is not explicitly considered. Yet, the absolute

Identiﬁcation of the most likely apo state for pde2 system based on binding aﬃnities of 21 inhibitors. The absolute binding free energies
were calculated using 6ezf holo state and 4 structures without the ligand to represent the apo state (4htz,55 6ezf,35 4d08 and 4d09 8). The
common holo state allows comparing the apo states one to another in terms of DG (the uncertainty of each estimate is below 1 kJ mol1). 6ezf
structure is identiﬁed as the most likely apo structure based on the binding free energies for the considered ligand set. The panels on the right
compare the experimental binding aﬃnities to those calculated with each of the apo structures. Dark and light shaded areas represent regions
deviating from experiment by at most 1 and 2 kcal mol1.
Fig. 5
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Accuracy of the relative DDG values. Comparison of the relative binding free energies calculated from absolute DG values to the DDG
values calculated by explicit alchemical ligand modiﬁcations16 (left). DDG values from absolute DG compared to experiment (middle). DDG values
from explicit alchemical ligand modiﬁcations compared to experiment (right). Dark and light shaded areas represent regions deviating from
experiment by at most 1 and 2 kcal mol1.
Fig. 6

Fig. 7 Diagram of the thermodynamic cycle for absolute binding free
energy calculations. As the direct simulation of the protein–ligand
binding is computationally expensive, the binding free energy DGbind is
calculated by traversing across the thermodynamic cycle: ﬁrst
decoupling the ligand from the surrounding solvent, applying the
analytical correction for the eﬀect of protein–ligand restraints,7 and
then coupling the ligand back in the protein's active cite. The equilibrium structures for the decoupled ligand in the active site (state B)
can be generated by aligning its structures in solvent (state B0 ) into
equilibrium frames of the apo protein.

energy calculations (Fig. S10†). The increase in statistical errors
arises due to larger perturbations to the system required by an
alchemical absolute DG calculation. Coupling/decoupling of the
whole ligand involves introducing/removing more interactions
in comparison to the alchemical transformations of a small
number of atoms when morphing ligands to one another for
relative free energy estimations. Convergence of the absolute
DG estimates in pharmaceutically relevant systems can be
achieved, yet it requires extending the alchemical transitions to
nanoseconds.17 Such slower transitions retain the system closer
to equilibrium, dissipating less work along the alchemical path,
thus facilitating convergence.
Although lower uncertainties of the estimated DG are
desired, the long alchemical transition times quickly become
intractable for large scale ligand binding aﬃnity scans. Therefore, it is necessary to balance the trade-oﬀ between the available simulation time and the attainable precision. This,
naturally, requires a robust uncertainty estimation for the DG
estimates. It has been observed that relying on the statistical
uncertainties from the DG estimators, either analytical expressions, or bootstrapped values, may not be reliable.5,38 Therefore,
in this work we rely on independent repeats of the whole free
energy calculation procedure to gain access to the variation of
the DG estimates.14,46 Subsequently, we incorporate both,
uncertainties from the independent replicas and statistical
uncertainty from the estimator by means of bootstrap into
a single uncertainty estimate.16
3.3

binding free energy protocol oﬀers a number of additional
possibilities. For example, estimation of the absolute DG makes
it possible to evaluate ligand selectivity against diﬀerent protein
targets, evaluate aﬃnity for various protein conformers, and
calculate binding aﬃnities for individual molecules without the
need to consider them in a relation to other ligands.

3.2

Sources of statistical uncertainty

Calculations of the absolute binding free energies show larger
statistical uncertainties when compared to the relative free

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry

Apo protein state in absolute DG calculations

The major conceptual diﬀerence between the absolute and
relative binding free energy calculations stems from the need to
explicitly consider the apo protein state when computing
absolute DG. This poses a challenge for a theoretically rigorous
treatment of the decoupled ligand that subsequently needs to
be coupled to the system in a well-dened binding site of the
protein. In the current work we present a novel approach for the
construction of the decoupled ligand state ensembles (see
Methods) which, in combination with the ligand restraining
protocol,7 provides an eﬃcient solution to the problem. In brief,
our method positions and restrains the decoupled ligand in the
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binding pocket of the apo protein creating a decoupled state
ensemble without the need to explicitly simulate it.
Furthermore, explicit consideration of the protein's apo state
also requires accurate quantication of a transition between the
protein's conformational states sampled upon ligand binding.
The non-equilibrium free energy calculation approach presents
a convenient setting, where the simulations for holo and apo
states can be initialized with diﬀerent starting structures.17 In
such a way, the apo and holo state ensembles can be generated
by simulations started with the corresponding experimentally
resolved structures whenever they are available. The initialization of the simulations with a proper starting structure has
a profound eﬀect on the accuracy of estimated DG (Fig. 2).
This observation, however, could be interpreted merely as
a sampling issue: routine free energy calculation protocols use
short (5–20 ns) equilibrium simulations16,43,52 that may not be
suﬃcient for generating a representative apo state ensemble.
Inaccuracies in the estimated free energies due to undersampling have been previously reported for both relative31 and
absolute5 protein–ligand binding free energy calculations. The
issue can be alleviated with longer simulations or enhanced
sampling. This appears to be feasible in the case of p38a kinase,
where longer simulation of the protein's apo state was able to
recover the experimentally resolved rotamer T106 which proved
essential for accurate DG calculations (Fig. 4). Yet, the case of
tyk2 kinase, for which long (1 ms) simulations were used for the
apo state, demonstrates that the extended sampling does not
necessarily lead to higher accuracy in DG estimation (Fig. S6†).
This is in line with several previous observations where
enhanced sampling showed no improvement in the accuracy of
the free energy estimates.27,48 In fact, a deterioration in prediction accuracy can be observed in longer or enhanced-sampling
simulations, when the ligand explores poses that are less relevant for binding.48 In turn, this manifests in an underestimation of the relative binding free energy diﬀerences,48 which we
have also observed in our study (Fig. 6).
Another approach that we introduced in this study allows to
circumvent the need of an exhaustive apo state sampling by
probing multiple initial apo states (when they are available)
with the absolute DG calculation protocol (Fig. 5). This method
does not require any prior knowledge of the experimentally
measured binding aﬃnities and it allows estimating relative
free energies for the apo states by relating them one to another
via a common holo reference state. The DG value for apo state
structures calculated this way represents only one component of
the overall free energy of the conformers, as only a contribution
that is experienced by the ligand binding is considered.
Nevertheless, this method allows identifying the most likely apo
state for the use in the absolute binding free energy
calculations.
In this study we used datasets that have previously been used
for relative binding free energy calculations. We observed how
the absolute calculations could yield good correlations with
experiment, with the apo state aﬀecting the overall oﬀset seen
in terms of the larger AUE. In other words, the diﬀerence
between apo and holo state conformations had a similar eﬀect
on the binding free energies of all the ligands for the same
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target. It remains to be seen if that will hold true as the diversity
of the ligands increases, even if they are binding in the same
site. We anticipate that future studies on an even larger scale
will be required to examine these eﬀects.
While in this work we have highlighted the importance of the
proper apo state ensemble for the accurate absolute binding
free energy predictions, it is essential to reliably represent the
holo state as well. Here, we relied on the crystallographic
protein holo states and carefully modeled ligand binding poses
from previous investigation.16 Naturally, the ligand modelling
step introduces additional uncertainty in dening the starting
structure for initializing the simulations. Accurate binding DG
estimates suggest that the holo state representation was proper
for most of the investigated cases. The tyk2 kinase, however, is
an exception, as the calculated DG values signicantly underestimate the experimentally measured binding aﬃnities
(Fig. 1). The apo state representation is unlikely to be solely
responsible, as identication of any deeper free energy minima
for the apo state would only impose an additional penalty on the
DG of binding, thus reducing the predicted aﬃnity even further,
as illustrated in Fig. S6.† A deeper free energy minimum for the
holo state can lead to the prediction of a lower binding DG. This
prompts us to assume that the holo state representation for the
tyk2 kinase could be improved by exploring additional ligand
poses, protein conformations, internal water placement or
a combination of these components. This way, tyk2 could serve
as an interesting candidate for future investigations possibly
presenting a challenging case for the holo state description.

4 Conclusions
In this work we propose methodological advances that enable
eﬃcient absolute binding free energy calculations with an
accuracy on par with relative free energy calculations. We
demonstrate the generality of the protocol across multiple
pharmaceutically relevant targets in a large scale study. Our
approach enables the incorporation of both holo and apo
structural information for reliable aﬃnity predictions. The key
structural determinants of binding can be as small as a single
rotamer change between the apo and holo states and appropriate sampling of such determinants can be computationally
demanding. When multiple alternative apo structures exist,
absolute binding free energy calculations can be used to identify the most likely candidate for a prospective study.

5 Methods
The process of a ligand binding to a protein requires considering two end-states: solvated ligand and ligand bound to the
protein. Computationally, these two states can be connected via
alchemical paths arranged in a thermodynamic cycle depicted
in Fig. 7.2,18
Following this thermodynamic cycle, rstly, the ligand
located in solvent (state A0 ) is decoupled from its environment
(state B0 ). The decoupled ligand (state B0 ) is allowed to freely
sample the whole simulation box. To be able to proceed with the
second leg of the cycle, i.e. coupling the ligand to the system in

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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the protein's binding site, the ligand needs to be restrained to
the protein (state B). The contribution of the added restraints is
taken into account analytically.7 Finally, the ligand in the
protein's binding site is coupled to the system and the restraints
are removed (state A). The free energies for the two legs of the
thermodynamic cycle are obtained separately by performing
multiple non-equilibrium transitions in the ligand coupling
and decoupling directions, recording the work distributions
and using the Crooks Fluctuation Theorem11 to evaluate the free
energy diﬀerences.
The absolute DG calculations are particularly sensitive to the
decoupled ligand restraining method. In our setup we employ
a rigorous restraining approach7 acting between the protein and
the decoupled ligand to anchor it in a narrow range of orientations within the binding pocket (ESI Section 1†). This restraint
scheme uses six orthogonal relative restraints with harmonic
potentials (a distance, two angles, and three dihedrals) acting
on three anchor atoms in the ligand and three in the protein.
The orthogonality of the potentials restraining the decoupled
ligand allows for an analytical expression of the free energy
contribution DGrestr.

Chemical Science
S12†), therefore, to acquire a well dened ensemble of ligand
poses we implemented several correction schemes. For the
a priori correction, we sample from the harmonic protein–
ligand restraint potentials at the simulation temperature, thus
creating a proper ensemble of ligand orientations. This
ensemble can be used for calculating the ligand-protein
coupling free energy. The post hoc correction allows performing the calculations starting directly with the superpositioned
ensemble which still contains the correlations between the
restrained degrees of freedom. In this case, the work values
obtained from the ligand coupling simulations are adjusted
with the contribution from the correlations as illustrated in the
scheme in Fig. S13.†
We veried the validity of the superpositioning approach
and the performance of the proposed decorrelation techniques,
by comparing their predictions for a subset of the studied
proteins (tyk2, jnk1, and p38a) to those of a standard protocol
where the restrained state was simulated explicitly (Fig. S14 and
S15†). For the main results reported in this work we used the
post hoc decorrelation method.

5.2
5.1

Novel approach for treating the ligand's decoupled state

The alchemical approaches for absolute ligand binding free
energies require explicit sampling of the ligand-protein
complex with the ligand in its decoupled state (state B in
Fig. 7). For that, a denition of restraints prior to starting the
simulations is needed. The partition function of the decoupled
state, however, can be separated into the independent contributions from the apo protein, the restraints, and the internal
degrees of freedom of the decoupled ligand.7 The simulation
trajectories of the decoupled ligand (state B0 ) are readily
generated for every considered ligand in the ligand-solvation leg
of the thermodynamic cycle. The simulation of an apo protein
does not contain the ligand, thus a single trajectory of such
a protein can be generated and later used in combination with
any ligand of interest.
In the novel proposed approach we suggest generating an
equilibrium ensemble of the decoupled ligand in the protein's
binding site without the explicit simulation of this state. For
that purpose we use the readily available trajectories of the
decoupled ligand in water and protein in its apo state. Firstly,
each frame of the protein–ligand trajectory (state A in Fig. 7) is
superimposed onto the corresponding frame of the apo protein
trajectory (state B in Fig. 7) by aligning their a-carbons. The
corresponding frame of the decoupled ligand in solvent (state B0
in Fig. 7) is then aligned onto the new coordinates of the ligand
from the protein–ligand complex using all heavy atoms as
a reference. The now appropriately positioned decoupled ligand
atoms are added to the apo protein trajectory. Finally, the six
orthogonal restraints are constructed to match the potentials
that would have generated equivalent distributions for each
restrained degree of freedom in an explicit simulation (ESI
Section 1†).
An ensemble created this way, however, may contain correlations between the restrained degrees of freedom (Fig. S11 and

© 2021 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry

Simulation details

All simulations were carried out with the GROMACS 2019.4
molecular dynamics engine1 modied to correctly handle pair
interactions within a decoupled molecule larger than the electrostatic cutoﬀ (bug 3403). The Amber99sb*ILDN6,22,32 force
eld was used for the proteins throughout this work together
with the TIP3P25 water model. Ligand parameters were taken
from the previous relative free energy study16 parameterized
with the General Amber Force Field (GAFF v2.1)49 using AM1BCC charges23 assigned with ACPYPE45 and AnteChamber.50
Initial ligand binding poses were reused from the previous
relative binding free energy study,16 where the ligands were
modeled based on similar compounds in existing holo crystal
structures (Table S2†). Initial protein structures were stripped of
surrounding water (if present) and resolvated in dodecahedral
simulation boxes with 1.5 nm of padding between solute and
box edges. For apo simulations started from holo structures the
ligands were removed before adding water, so that the binding
cavities could also be lled with water. Eﬀects of retaining
crystallographic water before lling the remaining cavities were
also examined (Fig. S7†). Ions were added to neutralize the
system and reach a salt concentration of 150 mM.
Van der Waals interactions were calculated with a 1.1 nm
cutoﬀ and a switching function starting at 1.0 nm. Coulomb
interactions were computed with Smooth Particle Mesh
Ewald12,13 and a real space cutoﬀ of 1.1 nm. For temperature
regulation a system-wide stochastic velocity rescale thermostat9
was used with a time constant of 0.1 ps and a target temperature
of 298 K. The pressure was kept at 1 bar with the aid of the
isotropic Parrinello–Rahman barostat34 with a time constant of
5 ps and a compressibility of 4.6  105 bar1. Throughout this
work a 2 fs time step was used with all bond lengths constrained
via the LINCS21 algorithm.
Initial holo structures for ligands coupled to proteins as well
as the solo ligands (used for the ligand in water leg of the
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thermodynamic cycle) were reused from the relative binding
free energy study.16 Initial structures for protein apo simulations were constructed from apo crystal structures (PDB IDs
3o17 (jnk1), 1wfc53 (p38a), 4htz55 (pde2), 1h27 33 (cdk2), 1r1w42
(cmet), 3zsl41 (galectin)), where available. For these structures
missing residues were modeled in and the amino acid protonation states were adjusted to match those of the holo structures.
Energy minimization and equilibration with NVT and NPT
simulations in the presence of solvent and ions were also
carried out (in the same manner as in the core part of the
protocol below) to relax the reconstructed residues. Finally, the
apo protein structures were extracted from the last frame of the
NPT simulations (or, in cases where no residue reconstruction
was necessary, from the protonation adjustment stage) and
were used to initialize the protein-only systems. As no apo
crystal structure was available for tyk2, a holo structure with the
ligand removed was used instead.
To obtain equilibrium distributions of the coupled protein–
ligand and protein-only systems at 298 K, harmonic position
restraints with a force constant of 9000 kJ mol1 nm2 were
applied to all protein and ligand atoms of the initial structures
described above and the energy was minimized followed by
a 300 ps simulation in the NVT ensemble, where the rst 5 ps
were used to bring the temperature of the system from 0 to 298
K with simulated annealing. Position restraints were then
relaxed to 500 kJ mol1 nm2 for a 50 ps NVT simulation followed by a 10 ns production NPT simulation without any
position restraints. For the leg of the thermodynamic cycle of
ligands in water, the simulations used no position restraints.
Firstly, energy minimization was performed followed by the 10
ps NVT and 10 ns production NPT simulations.
To initialize the non-equilibrium alchemical transitions, the
rst 2.256 ns of all production simulations were discarded and
the equilibrium conformations were sampled every 67 ps
yielding 165 conformations for each system. The extracted
conformers were used to construct an equilibrium ensemble of
the decoupled ligand in the protein's binding site and generate
protein–ligand restraints as described in Section 1.
The non-equilibrium simulations, each 500 ps long, were
run from each conformation to the opposite coupling state of
the ligand by linearly interpolating the Hamiltonian between
the two end-states. The gradients vH(l, x)/vl were integrated
over the course of each non-equilibrium simulation to obtain
the amount of work performed. Free energies were computed
from the work distributions in both directions using
a maximum likelihood estimator44 based on the Crooks Fluctuation Theorem11 by means of pmx.15 Finally, free energy estimates from diﬀerent legs of the thermodynamic cycle were
combined and the contribution of restraining the decoupled
ligand to the protein was added7 incorporating the correction
for the correlations in the restrained degrees of freedom
(Section 2).
Well-tempered metadynamics4,29 calculations were carried
out with GROMACS 2016.3 1 in combination with plumed
2.3.1.47 A bias factor of (T + DT)/T ¼ 11 with a time constant of s
¼ 10 ps, a time step of 0.002 ps, and a temperature T ¼ 298 K
were used for 100 ns simulations started from apo structures
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previously equilibrated as described above. Every space ¼ 2 ps
Gaussian biases of 5 width and an initial height of kbDTspace/s
¼ 2kbT z 4.955 kJ mol1, where kb is the Boltzmann constant,
were deposited onto a periodic grid consisting of 360 points
equally distributed along the c1 dihedral. Resulting free energy
surfaces and uncertainties are reported as averages and standard errors across 5 repeats.
Throughout this work uncertainties were computed via
bootstrap, unless explicitly specied otherwise, and represent
standard errors when taking into account all available calculations. Bootstrapping was performed for the individual repeats
of free energy predictions for each ligand based on the work
values, the nal free energy prediction for each ligand across
multiple repeats, as well as for AUE and Pearson correlation
coeﬃcient across multiple ligands. Actual values around which
these uncertainties are reported are the means of the underlying data or estimates of the AUE and correlation coeﬃcient
considering all the available data.
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